Fungal diseases like Rapid ʻŌhiʻa Death and invasive pests like little fire ants threaten native plants, animals and humans and can hitchhike in your firewood. Help slow the spread of diseases and pests — buy local firewood or gather firewood on site when allowable. Don’t move ʻŌhiʻa wood out of your neighborhood.

**BUY IT WHERE YOU BURN IT.**

Help us slow the spread of forest disease by going to RapidOhiaDeath.org for:

- Recommendations on when and how to safely move firewood.
- Recommendations for homeowners, campers, forest landowners and loggers.
- Updated map with locations of confirmed Rapid ʻŌhiʻa Death infection.
- Resources for stopping the spread of invasive species.

You have the power to protect Hawaiʻi’s trees and forests.